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!rHE EFFECT OF DIGITALIS ON THE CARDIAC 

PERIPHERAL NEURO-MUSCULAR COMPLBX. 

I. ~ntroductor7 and HistorIcal. 

~ The question of the action on the animal organism 
, 

of the principles found in the leaves and flowers of 

Digitalis purpurea has long been one of absorbing tn

ter~Bt. A glance at · 'the long list of arti~les deal-

~ i~g with researches on the subject will indicate to 

some 'extent the .detail wi.th which this question has 

~een considered. It may not seem obvious thst there is 

any necessity for investigating this subject ag~~ in. 

However, as long as there ere det ails of the action 

of the drug which are not well understood. such inves

tig·ation is pertinent. . It is with the view of milking 

more clear the nature of ~ome of the details that the . -. \ 

present paper is presented. 

F~om a historical standpoint, digitalis is one of 

the oldest" known drugs in the phat.macopeaa tod8i. The 

uee .• t the drug dates back long before the· middle of the 

e1'ghteenth century. It was used ,by the laity as a 

household remedl sometime ~efore its introduction into 





therapeutIcs. · In this connection it was emp1oyec1 

chieflJ in the t ·reatment of dropsy. The formal intro

duction of digitalis into therapeutic8 may be conB~der- . 

ed to have· occur~ed . upon the publication of an article 

in the year 1875 by W. Withering66 , anc English phy8i~ 

cian. ~his paper "An ~ccount of ·the Properties of 

~oxg~oTe" was based on careful and accurate ~bservationB 

upon the application or digitalis in the treatment of 

disease. The · chief action noticed in the use of the 

·drug clinicallr was the slowing of the pulse. The advance t 

of the knowledge of the drug was furthered the following 
. , 

year b~ Sohie~ 46, whose observations were made chiefly 

upon dogs and cats. This work in point of time might be 

considered as the initiation o:r a new mE3'thol as an aid in 

t~e solution . of the problema of digitalis action. Th~ im

portant observat19n Schiemann made was ths.t in cats and do«s 

the pulse was .slo~ed as in man. The first trial to determiBe 

th~ influence of digitalis on the rrog occurred at the 

. laat of the eighteenth century by an English. author, 
26 

Johnson . , published in· "Medical Es~sys s.nd Obsel'vationsU 

i~ 1795. Johns·on did not, however, observe the effect upon 

t~he heart • . In . 1799 John Ferriar18 , contributed to the 

literature of digitaiie ~ak~n~ special reference to the 

diuretic power ' of the drug. He also observed the slowing of 

the pulse and considered that this effect was the primary 
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action ra~her than that on the kidney. His observations 

were all from clinical cases. The kno\vledge of the subject 
I 

was extended at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

successively by Beddoes5 • Kinglake 29, and Mossman 41 • 

Beddoea, 1801, came to the conclusion that the strength 

of the circulation was increased by a rise in blood pres-

sure. Kinglake, 1801, described the aotion of digitalis 

as increasing the activity of the heart. The effect he 

attributed to an increase in the contraction of the heart 

both as regards the systo1~ and diastole whereby even though 

the pulse was slowed more blood was forced into the arteries 

than under normal conditions. Moseman, 1812, ascribed the 

entire effect to the slowing of the pulse and the effect on 

the arteries. Up to the year 1839 the investigations had 

beun with few exoeptions, notably that of Sohiemann, the 

results or. observations in the clinioa1 experience of 

practitioners. The first really definite qu~ntitative 

investigation of the effect o~ · digitalis on the oircula-

· tion was made by Blake 4 , 1839, who by the aid of a haemo

dynamomGter was able to demonstrate a rise in blood pressure 

in dogs upon the injection of digitalis infusion. He 

sug ~eBted that the rise in blood pressure was at least 

in part due to constriction of the capillaries. The 

next work of note rrom an experimental standpoint was 

that of Traube 50 "who first gave the theory of 
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vagus stimulation for the explanation of the most im

portant clinical obse~vation, ~hepulse slowing. He 

came to this conclusion from th.e results of his experi-

ments on vagotomized dogs • . He also observed the rise of' 

blood pressure during the slowing of the heart rate. 

Briquet 7 , and Lenz 34 , both working during the 

year 1853, oonfirmed the results whioh Traube had 

reported . : In 1861 Traube added to his f'ormer · work 

further experiments in confirmation of' his theories. 

He had previously noted that in large doses digitalis 

paralyzed the vagus and that the heart thus released 

from vagus control increased muoh beyond the previous 

rate. He suggested that the action was to be explained 

upon the basis that both the inhibitory and motor 

nervous mech~nism of the heart were first stimulated 

then paralyzed. c Doth eff'ects he considered as being 

manifested first on the inhibitory meohanism f'ollowed 

later by a -similar ~ction on the motor apparatus. 

From the time of Traube until 1874 the investl-

gation of the influence of digitalis was oarried on 

by .a number of men, ohief among them being Winogradof'f54 , 

Marme 36 , Brunton 8 , Ackermann 1 , Boehm 6 , Gorz · 22 , 

and A·. B. Meyer 38. A ... ·review of' the ·li terature of' 

this period was published by Gorz in 1873. In l874 

Sohmiedeberg 43 made extensive investigations into the 

chemical nature of' digitalis, paying particular attention 

to the isolation of active prinoiples and the determina-
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tionrof' their ohemical and pharmacological character

istics. Previous to the tillie of this work investiga~ 

tIons had been carried on with the infusion of the 

le,ves of Digitalis purpurea. -Homolle and Quevenne 

hed, however, previously isolated a non-crystallizing 

Bubsta.nce 'from digitalis lea,ves. Also Natlvelle had 

obtained a cr~stalline product. The work of Schmiede-

berg, . which has become classic has conclusively shown 

that the ordinary infusion of digitalis leaves or ex

tracts of the seeds contains a number of substances 

differing somwwhat in their chemical and physical prop

erties and also in their effects upon the animal organ

ism. Schmiedeberg's important constituents are the 

following: 

1. Digitonin, C31 H53 017 an amorphous substance 
resembling Saponin. 

2. an amorphous 8Iuooside, 
insoluble in water. 

3. Digitalein, Cw5 H40 025 a crystalline gluc ~ Bide 
easily soluble in water. 

a crystalline product 
insoluble in water. 

Each of these substances Schmledeberg was able to 

break into two or mo're resinous bodies, some of which 

were pharmacologiQslly active and some not. Further 

work of Schmiedeberg was upon the classification of the 

extracts of plants which by their ~harmacological action 

can be identified with the dilitslis group. 
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In consideration of the experimental work which had 

been done up to this time on the action of the various 

Bubstances which Bfe considered as belonging to this 

group Schmiedeberg reaches the conclusion that the 

pha.rmacological action in each case is essentially 

similar in nature though not always 80 in intensity. 

In 1882 Schmiedeberg published an article in which 

he reviewed the classification of the substanees of the 

digita.lis group together with 8 rather extensive consid

eration of the application of digitalis to the treat

ment of disease'. 

From the time of Schmeideberg's papers till the be

ginning of the pres ent century the greater part of the 

investigation upon the subject has been upan the various 

members of the group with a view of determining whether 

or not they conform in their effects with that of 

digitalis. Near t he end of this period there appeared 

an article by Cushny13representing a long series of 

mammaliam experiments investigating the exact nature 

of the move~ent of the heart under the influence of 

the digitalis substances. 

In the last decade the literature on the subject 

of digitalis has been extensive and varied. Cloetta11 

extended the work of Schmiedeberg in rega.rd t a the 

pure principles of digitalis. Different phases of the 

subject of the action of digitalis on the circulatory 
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system have been taken up by various investigators. 
21 

Gottlieb and }lagnu8~,; , )1902~ have been concerned with 
30 

the effects on the blood-vascular syrstem. KloptowskY ' t 

1~03. investigated the histological changes observable 
17 tn variuu8 tissues after digitalis poisoning. Etienne t 

. 32 
and also Kochmann " 1~06. have considered the question 

of the exact effect of the drug upon the vagus inhibi-
16 

tori' apparatult of the heart. Edmunds 1 ,1907. studied the 
t 

influence of digitalis upon the rate of the blood stream. 

Digitalis poisoning. its · cumu~a~1 •• action and the ques

tion of tolerance have been subjects of researches by 
51 

v. Lhota " 1911-1913. 

The approach to the clinical side of ~he : question 

of digitalis action he.s been made very ,inportant th.rough 
, 36 

the' careful observations and researches of l~~~k~Ul;4;e , 

an olinical cases. 1911. 
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·II. :.The Effects of Digitalis upon Y'arlous ,Tissues 

and Systems of the Animal Organism 

as De~erm1ned by ~eriments to 

Date. 

Looked at from the experimental standpoint the 

'e-ffects af digitalis can b'e' considered 8S being limit

ed almo8texolusivel~ to the oirculatory system. The 
part 

effects in other regions are for the moet"inaignificant 

by comparison and may be considered ae in more or le88 

close relation with the effects on the circulatory 

apparatus. However, mention of the effect of this drug 

up'on some of the other tissues may well be incluied here. 

The continued administration of digitalis in man is 

attended usual17 by nausea and vomiting. This effect 
~ 

acco~ding to Bastedo' is to be asoribed to its effect 

upon the vomi~ingcenter, for it occurs not on~y upon 

admin~Btration by mouth but when the drug is given 

hypodermically .01' Uj tne rectum. Upon the r e13piratory 

movements digitalis is usually ~bserved to have no 

effeot though a.fter toxic doses in animals the respira

~ory ~ovement8 are increased. 

The early use 0f digitalis was confined chiefly to 

the removal of ~coumulation8 of fluids from the body. 





The question has long been in dispute whether this 

effect is ~onfined only to disease conditione or could 

pe· produced in the normal animal. At present it is 

considered that digitalis diuresis is produced on the 

aormal animal, although this HB compared to the effects 

produced in C·8ses of dropsy 8.re small. As to whether 

the effect is one of specific,kidney action or is merely 

secondary .to the improvement in the circulation which 

the administration brings 8bo~t ie still a matter of 

question. There is some discussion as to whether the 

effec~ of digitalis on the kidney vessels i6 one of 
. 37 

constri ction on 411Eltat.ion. Marshall , . ),and Gottliea and 
20 . 

Magnus t reported a constriction of the kidney under 

the influence of dIgitalis. It has been concei"ved that 

the production of diuresis depends whoaly upon the in-

crease in ,the blood flow t.hrough the kidney due to the 
27 

increase in arte.,ial tension. Jonescu and Loa.i ·, work-

ing with Digalen and strophanthin have found that in 

cases where there is no rise in arterial pressure 

diuresis occur8~ They obtained in their experiments 

with these ·drugs a dilation of the kidney. This they 

coneider~4 to be due to direct action of these drugs 

on the vessel walle sinee such dil~tition occurred 

when the nervous connection of the kidney was complete

ly out oft. The qu~stion then remains open. 

The most important effect manifest ed by digital:is 

is that upon the circulatory system. 
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In the frog digitalis produces in small doses 

a slowing of the heart rate with an increase both 

toward eystole and diastole. Finally the heart stops 

in systole as first ' demonstrated by S,chmiedebe,rg. _ 
53 

Williams, showed that this increa ed excursion of the 

heart resulted in a greater ou:tflow at each beat, and 

that this produces an increase in blaod press~re has 

been shown by the same 8uth0r using a system of rigid 

t~be8. ,In mammals in the laboratory dosage digitalis 

usually produces B rather sudden rise in b100d pressure 

accompanied by slowing of the pulse. Thie, according 
13 

to Cushn~ , is to be considered as the therapeutic 

state of tr t~ action of the drug. The second sta.ge he 

designates a beginn ing with acceleration in the ven

tricle and is characterized by this and the periodic 

,changes i n the streneth of contractions and irregular- , 

1 ty, of rate'. When the irregulari ty in the strength of 

cont'raction becomes sufficiently marked the inefficien

cy of the heart allows a fall in blood pressure. The 
39' 

mammalian heart according to Meyer and Gottlieb " is 

usually found at post-mortem in 8 state of diastole a 

result which they ascribe to the inability of the heart 

to maintain its activity in the face of a failing coro

nary circulation a sufficient time for the drug to have 

the marked systolic effec~ on the cardia muscle. 





The stages of digitalis action seen in experiments on 

the mammalian cir-culatlon. Cushny·- interprets as depend

ent upon two f actors. In the fi rst stage the stimulat-· 

ing effect on the vagus ce~ter is most in evidence 

though stimulation df the musc~e is shown in the in-

crease of systolie contraction. The beginnine of. accel

eration marks the beginning of the domination of the 

stimulating effect on the muscle. That the vagus still 

has an influence in determining the action of the heart 

can be shown in the diastolic relaxation produced by 

its stimUlation and by the diastolic pauses which occur 

at thi~ stage. It will be seen, h~wever, that any ahd 

all variati,ons must be referable to two factors which 

control the normal condition of the Circulation, the 

blood vessels on the one hand controlling the size of 

the bed through which the blood stream flows and the 

heart on ' the other governing the amount of fluid ~tro

dueed into the vessel system and the pressure under 

which it ie int~oduced. It ie upan these two factors 

that digitalis of necessity acts in producing its ef-

fecta on the Circulatory Ryetem. 

Beyond the slowing of the pulse which ~as first 

noted by Withering and later by Schiemann, no other 

action of digi te,lls on the ci.rcu.latory system was ob

served until Blake in .1839 reportvd a rise in ' arterial 

tension upon the injection of an infusion into the cir-.. 
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culation. This observation was confirmed by Lenz 

and Briquet and later in 186-1 by Traube. Since that 

time rise in blo od pressure has been accepted 8S the 

usual effect of digitalis. The problem before inves

tigators has since been to determine the cause of this 

rise in blood pressure, and assign to each factor its 

role in the production of this pheno.enon. 

Blake suggested that the rise in prespure .was at 
-

least in part due to constriction of the vassels. 

This factor was overlooked by Lenz, Briquet and Traube, 

but was later revived by Marme and supported by the work 
. 9 ' .q 

of Brunton, Brunton and Meyer ',' , Ackermann, Brunton and 
10 

Tunntcliffe, Gottlieb and Magnus, Marshall and others. 

Although there has been considerable opposition 

tothie view by Schmiedeberg, Bo.ehm, Gorz, Williams 
33 $lld Koppe " the mass of a.ccumulated data sho v.1 s that 

at least in the laboratory dosage dieitalie produces 

for the most part constriction of the peripheral blood 

vessels. Investigations a~ to t he regi ans most affect

ed in this stimulation have been carried out by Gottlieb 

and Magnus using the plethysmographi. method of record

ing the changes in the various orpans and regions. 

They concluded th[,t in sma.ll doses the result wa e a 

general constrjction but upon administration of large , 

1§@8a the ereater power of contraction of pte spl~nchnic 

vessels may result in a. dj latj on 01' t he limbe to accommo-
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elate ,t.he blood excluded from the splanehnicarea. With 

the question of the vasomotor effect of digitalis prac

tically settled, the problem naturallyarlses 8~ to 

what part of the vasomotor mechanism is responsible for 

ttlis c~ge. Traube and Boehm "were the first to consid

er\this matter Their first obs ervation ';':as th8.t the 

rise in pressure was eliminated by cutting the cord but 

later Boehm observed that thi~ was not true. He found 

that ·there wee little variation to be noted upon section 

of the cord. The work of most of the early investtgators 

ae Ackermann, Marshall. Kobert. Gottlieb . and Magnus 

support this view. The weight of evidence seemf to be 

in favor of very little if any influence of the vasocon

strictor center in producing the narrowing of the arterial 

bed. 

The two other factors of the vasomotor complex 

upon which digitalis may 8C~ in producing vasoconstric

tion are the endings of the vasomotor nerves in the ves

Bel walle Bnd the smooth muscle which makes up the great

er part of the wall. Just to what extent each of these 

factors are affected, experimental work up ·to the pres-
31 49 

ent titne does not f'ully indicate. K~bert ., and , Thomson , 

worl{ ing ~, on isolated 0 rgans we re W1a ble to demons t ra te 

a deC!e"~$ in the 'outflow from the vein when digi talis 

was perfused. Kobert reasoned from the fact that the 
, had degenerated 

or.gans used wer'e 'tl-eopmposlng) the nerve , elem.nt.~and ~he 
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effect therefore was only upon the muscle. Donaldson 
15 

and stevens ,.working ' on coldblooded anl~al 's reached the 

prQbable'conclusion that the effect of arteriole con-

striction was due to the influence on the muscular 

walls. Bastedo stated that the peripheral effect can 

be analyzed by the use of apocodeine and ergotoxine 

which paralyze the vasoconstrictor nerve endings. Vas~-

.constriction is still obtained after the nerve endings 

~re paralyzed showing the,t the effect is at least in 

part upon the muscle. He also says that since digitalis 

produces ,vasoconstriction in the pulmonat:7 and coronary 
. 

arter~eB we may consider the effect purely on the muscle 

since vasomotor nervee to these structures have not been 

domonstrated. It seems then definitely proven that the 

point of gre,ateat effect of dieitalis in producing vaso

constriction is arterial muscle. It may still be regard

ed as an open question whether any of the effect can be 

ascribed to the endings of the vasomotor nerves. 

The other important factor in varying the conditmons 

of the circulation is the heart. Fundamentally there 

are two elements whlhoh must be considered in a discussion 

of the effect of any drug on the cardiae mechanism, i.e •• 

nerve and muscle. The former of these IDe,y be observed 

from two ~iewpointB, (1) ,the nerve centers in the medulla 

and (2) the nerve elements in the heart itself. The 

first ~vidence of stimulation of the vagus center by 
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digitalis was given by ·TraubS in ·1851 who found that . 

the slowing was removed by cutting the vagus - in the 

neck. His observation also included 'the fact of par

alysis of the vagus by large doses ani es'cape of the 

heart from this control and consequent marked increase 

in rate. Traube' s explanation for . the ~ :phenO ille:H-On of 

increased blood pressure in connection with the slowing 

of th.e pulse was that both the inhibitory and motor 

mechanism of the heart wa~ fir s t stimulated and then 

paralyzed · and that the inhibitory factor was acted upon 

first in each case. After the work of Trsube ~ he question 
I 

of the stimulation of the inhibitor, nerve center in the 

medulla was not seriously disputed. The question was 

raised by Meyer whether this stimulation of the inhibito

ry center was not due to the increase in' pressure which 

digitalis produces • . This explanation has not f ounQ favor 
28 

and has been practically disproved by Kaufmann ,. and 

Cus'hny. who have found numbers of cs,see in which great 

slowing . occurred accompanied by very low blood pressure. 

The idea of stimulation of the vagus center by the in-

crease of pressure ha s been recently revived by Kochmann 

who contends for a PJl:rt -v o±' the stimUlation 8S a slight 

atimu1ating effect upon the vagus due to pressure in 

those case~ in which suitable dtses produce 8 rise in 

pre ssure. Along with the view of central action of the 

digi tali ub Ata,ncee m,ve been at tempts to determine 





whether the inhibitory mechanism tn' the heart playa 

any p~rt in the production of slowing. ' There is still 

considerable doubt about this pha~e of digita118 action. 

Traube observed that the slowing of the heart was not en

tirel7"removed bl'section of the viSi. H~ therefore 

concludes that tne Int~.car.lao Inhib.i tor7 nerves are 

atimulated. This observation has been confirmed by 

others. Ackermann found that the slowing wae completely 

removed by atropine. The discussion has again risen upon 

the ' statement of Etienne that the vagus endings of the 

heart of .the dog are not stimulated a.nd that the slowing 

which ie produced by strong hiPertGxic d6ses on the 

vagotomized dog is not to be ascribed to the effect on 

the nerve endings -but to the effect on the heart itself. 

The commonly observed conditiCln of increased rate in 

the later stages Of digi taIls was expla.ined by Traube ae 

eicitation of the motor apparatuB of the heart. Lat~r 

work by Ackermann showed tha.t this acceleration CQuld 

not be producei by the paralysis of the vagus alone be-

eaUB8 such acceleration occurred even when the vagus had 

been eliminated by atropine There is no doubt, however, 

that the vagus has lost control at this stage slnce it 

shows no oontrol of the heart upon electrical stimulation. 

, Various attempte have been made to explain this accelera

tion on the bssieof excitation of the accelerator mechan

< ism but experimental proof is not sufficient to support 
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this view. Cuebnl from experimente on the non-g~ngli8ted 

apex of the frog"s hear.t which showed an increased e.

oitabilltl in digitalis solution and also from the ten

dency of digitalis to remove the inhibitory s~andBtill of 

muscarin is inclined to the view tha.t the important factor 

of the acceleration of the heart in later stages is the 

increased irritability of the heart muscle. He stated 

that the facaors 'of inhibitory action and increa,sing 

muscular irritability are in actian throughout all stages 

of the effects of digitalis. but that in the first stage 

the inhibItory effect is able to ){eep the other factor in 

eheck, and that it is upon the paralysi8 of the vagus tban 

the muscle factor is made manifest in the alteration of 

the rate of the heart. 

The nature of the action of the digitalis nn the 

heart musole is not altogether clea.rly .wo rked out ,t· al

though the details of the changes which occur in the 

muscle have been carefully studied by Schmiedeberg. He 

proposed the theory that the effect upon the heart muscle 

was primarily one of an increase of elasticity. His 

work was upon the heart of the frog and his conclusions 

are based lert-ely upon his observation that the heart of 

the frog which has came to systolic standstill by the 

action -of digitalis can be made to beat again if the 

elastiCity is overcame by mechanical distention of the 
42 

ventricle. Roy. working primarily on the question of 
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the elasticity of the heart, csmeto the conclusion that 

the effect due to digitalis varied with the strength of 

the dose. He found that by the use of small doses, at 

8 given pressure the e~tent to which the ventricle would 

relax in diastole wa.s incres ·sed while with larger dosage 

the relaxation was much lese complete and that a corres

pondingly high degree of pressure was necessary for pro

ducing distension. He concludes then that the elasticity ' 

change of the muscle depends Bomewhatupon the 4088 or 

the amount of the drug to which the muscle has been sub

jected. pushny, working upon the mammalian heart, gives 

extensive evidence of the movements which occur ill tne 

neart muscle by the 8ction of digitalis. The change 

that occurs in the early stage of the cycle of the action 

of the drug 18 referable to the activity o~ the inhibitory 

mechanism OPPOSing the direct effect on the heart 

muscle. The systolic contraotion is always increased, 

the extent of diastolic relaxation may be increased, remain 

uncha~ged or be diminished. During the second stage. 

the dominant fa·ctor is the increased irri tabili ty of the 

heart muscle. This stage is marked by great irregular-

ity both in rate of contraction and extent of contraction. 

This stage continues until the circulation becomes insuf-

fiOlent. The rabher permanent character of the toxic 

effect of digitalis upon heart muscle when administered 

inlAxge dose. has 8 suggested explanation in same 

-20-





- 47 
experiments by Schllomensum , regard1ngthe combining 

power of heart mU.Bcle' extracts with digi talis thereby 

depriving it of its :toxic p'ropertiee. He found that 

he could obtain such an extract which mixed· with digi

toxin prevented the latter from readily causing systol-. . 

ie standstill in the fro~'s hea~t • . KloptowSky~ has 

deseri bed the his,tologieal ' cht;;tng~s \vhich occur lh vari~uB 

organs in cases o '£, digi talis poi~oning. In the heart 

muscle he found parenchymatouB and fatty degeneration 

and in same cases fragmentation of the fibers. 

We Bee tha,t in the study of a drug which possesses 

such wide range of activity, the extent to which this 

aotion may be limited to any particular field is 8 diffi

uult matter to deter~ln.. The effect of digitalis on 

the nerve endings 8S opposed to that · on the muscle i t ·

eelf 1n the perlphe,ral meuromuecular coml')leJl of the 

heart is still one of the open questions. It was with 

8 view of contributing to the knowledge of the relati~e 

effect of digitalis on these two factors of the heart 

. i.e., the cardiac nerve endings s.nd the muscle substance, 

that the present experimental work was undertaken. 
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I. Animal Used. 

For the investigation of this problem the turtle's 

heart was chosen as research material. The specimen~ 
. 

were of the mud turtle variety. Emys blanding1, a spec-

iee common to the regian extending from New York to 

Wisconsin. 

2. Solutione and ~rug8 Used. 

The solution u'sed for application in maintaining 

a normal condition was O.7~ sodium chloride, which is 

taken as able to keep the tissues of the turtle in a 

condition fairly normal for a time sufficient for phar

macological tests. 

~e digitalis preparation used was the .igita~in 

Pure, guaranteed by the Mall~nckrodt Chemical Works. 

This was the German water-soluble product and contain

ed the soluble a.ctive principles of the leaves of 

Digitalis purpurea. The Digitalin and Digitoxin though 

tua.lillble when isolated in pure form are held in sus

pension in a solution of this preparation by the pres

ence of DigItonin which is readily soluble in water. 

A stock solution of O.l~ of this drug was made up in 
....." 





physiological saline and ,dilutione to the proper per 

o.ant· were made as deBlrea. - Fresh solutions were made 

frequently to insure against deterioration ofCphysio

logical aotivity. 

The atropiIB solution was one of atropim sulphate 

in (Ringer; 8 801utio~eodlum chloride·- · .7%. potstsium 

ohloride .03%. calcium chloride .026%. ~he stock solu

tion was .01% ~n Ringer's ., and suitable dilutions were 

made as ueed. 

The apoo?deiue used was a solution of apocodeine 

hydroohloride Merck in .7%. se.line. The stock solution 

was l %.and dilutions were m8de.therefrom~ 

5. Methods. -

The metliod used was in principle the one described 
. < 24 

1n Greene's • EXperiment~l Pharmacology, p. 66. It was 

the heart strip method and consisted essentially in 

suspending 1n '8 .7% s81ine 8 strip c.ut from the ventri

cle of a turtle. One end of the strip waR fixed and the 

other attached to a lever of the first class by which 

8 record of its contractinns were obtained. In detail 

the method was as follows: The turtle's heart was ex-

posed in the ordinary manner and the ventricle entirely 

removed. The base of the ventricle was grasped with 

'curvec1 forceps ' and a curved cut made around the apex 

fr~m one angle of the be se to the opposite. In the 

apex . strip thuB obtained two cu~ were made parallel 
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to the first. Thereby three strips were obtained; one 

from the dorsal and one from the ventral surface of the 

ventricle, and 8 third from the a.pex • . The cute were 

made so that the strips were as nearly alike as posel~le 

in width end ffia ·B8. Silk threads were then tied to the 

ends of the strips by means of which they were attached, 

one end to the L-shaped hooks of the ordina~y Harvard 

form of IDusole warm chamber support, the other to the 

short arm of a light straw lever recorder. The three 

levers of a set were arranged to record one above the 

other on 8 smoked cylinder. Five-second intervals were 

recorded on the eylinder by e.n electromagnet time marker. 

A signal marker was used to indicate the time of the 

application of the drug. The heart strips were immersed 

in aaa11 vials containing about 25 ce of .7 per cent NaCl. 

The change from one solution to another was accomplished 

by quickly removing one vial and substituting another 

containing the desired drug. When the strips had attain

ed a regular r~ythm in phYSiological saline the drug 

Was applied in the manner indicated. No pa,rticular uni

formity was observed in the length of time of the appli

cation of the drug. This was governed somewhat by the 

effect lbibh WBB manifested. If aft.er the first appli

oation a regular rate Bnd amplitude was restored, a sec

ond test was wade ani so on for consecutive trials as 

regularlFY in the after period was maintained. 
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In obtaining apropinized strips. the heart was 

exposed in the usual manner. The right vagus nerve 

was dissected out in the neck a.nd tested by continuous 

induction from an orddLnary induction coil. A strength 

of stimulation was us ed which would produce stopping 

of the heart when applied for a few seconds. A quan-

t i ty of .Ol~;; a~rop:lne : in Ringer' B was inj ected into the 

vein of the left side near its junction with the sinus. 

After a few preliminary trials it was found that 1 co 

of .61% atropine was sufficient to produce paralysie 

of the vagus endings irt the heart as indicated by the 

failure to obtain stopping or the heart by stimulation 

of the vagus with strength of stimulus much greater 

then was able to produce inhibition at first. The 

etr'ps were then cut and mounted as before described. 

A similar procedure was followed in the use of 

apocodeine. Some of the experiments in which this drug 

was employed were conducted by injection, of apocodeine 

into the vein following the injection of atropine. In 

otherS the apocodeine wes applied to the unatropini zed 

or. atropinized ptrips in the Reme llianner as t he salj.ne 

and dieitalis solutions. 
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I V J:f}:xne 'r i ~nental Results. 

This series of experiments was performed with the 

idea of determining the pharmaoological effects of digi

talis upon t -il.eterminal oardiao meahanism, ~_ partioularly 

the relative extent of th!saation upon, 1, the nervous, 

and 2, the mU80ular elements in the ventricle. 

The strongly developed inhibitory mechanism of the 

turtle's heart and the p~obable absenoe of any acoelera

tor meohanism make it especially adaptable to experimen

tation whioh involves a determination of the relative 

influenoe of any pha~maoologioal agent upon these two 

faotors. The remarkable control whioh the i~ibitory 

nervous apparatuB exerts ~pon the heart is a matter of 

oommon knowledge. Mills40 reported an instanae in 

whiah the aontraotions of the heart of the terrapin were 

held in oheak fornore than four hours by continuous 

stimulation of the right vagus nerve. 

That the ventriole musole of the turtle is direatly 

supplied with inhibitory nerve elements haa been shown 

by Gaske~llg I He describes a nerve, whioh he oalls t he 

aoronary nerve, oonneoting the sinus direotly with the 

~entriole in the turtle's heart. By severing all oon~ 

neotion between the sinus and the aurioles, leaving only 

hie Qoronary nerve intaot and allowing time for the de~el-

opment of a spontaneous rhythm in the auriculo-ventrioular 
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portion, Gaskell was able to produce a oessation of the 

ventrioular rhythm by stimulation of the right vagus in 

the neok. Although these results were ' not always oon-

stant they are very positive and are taken as 8uffiaient 

evidenoe of the presenae in the tissue of the ventriole 

of well developed nervous elements the stimulation of 

whioh will produoe a retardation of the ventrioular 

rhythm. Mills has reported evidenoe of a oardiao &Qael-

erator mechanism in this group of ~eptile8, work that has 

laaked oonfirmation and is now discredited. 

, A disou8sion of influenoe of any agenay in produa

ins ohanges in automatically contraotin'g tissue involves 

the fundamental question of the oausation of ~hythm. 

The more olearly the facts of the phenomenon of automatio. 

contraotility are understood the easier will be the inter-

. pretation of modifying conditions · Heart tissue is 

automatio, that is, when plaaea under suitable conditions 

it is able to initiate and maintain rhythmio oontraotions 

for periods of time the durations of whioh depends upon 

the surr~unding environment. Whether this property of 

a~tomatioity and rhythmioity is due primarily to the 

oyo1io Qhanges whioh oocur in the musole alone, or is 

brought about by definite nerve elements arranged in, a 

definite aanner is a question that has long been in dis

pute. On purely theoretical grounds it is easily con

aeivable that either one or t he other or both of th~se 

factors might be conoerned in the inItiation of contrac-

tions. Neither view oan be said to have been conolu8ivly 
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demonstrated . up to the pr.e Bent time, but the we ight of 

evidenoe is in favor of the theory that automatio oon

traotions of heart muscle ~o~ur independently of a defi

nite nervous ~eoh8nism. 

Gaske~l was the first to show that strips taken 

from various parts of the heart of 'oold blooded animals 

would oontz,act und'er sui t8bl~ oondi tions, a fact whioh 

i8·~art of the evidene~ for the aonoeption that definitly 

arranged nerve elements are not neoeesary to tbe rhythm. 

This evldenae doe8 not exolude the undeniable faot that 

regulation of the aotivity of the heart 8S a whole is 

maintained ohiefly through its oonneotions with the oen

tral nervous system. Otha~ influenoes shown by Greene23 

and by Howel125 to be of eminent importance in maintain

ing and oontrolling oardiao movements is the oonstitution 

of the 8urrounding medium, especially the extent and 

; nature of the inorganio ionia oonten~. 

1. The Pharma~ological Aotion of Digit!lis Solutions 

upon the Rate, Amplitude, ' and Tone ' of Strips from the 

Ventriole of the Turtle. 

strips of oardiao tissue, out in the manner indioated 

, in the ohapter on Methods, are physiologiaal ao~plexes 

oontaining at least two elements upon whioh pharmaoolog

ia~l agents may ,sot in produoing ohanges in oondition · or 

aativity. These two faotors are 'the muscle oells and 

the terminal nerve elements. No definite nerve ganglia 

have been demonstrated to exist in the ventricle, The 
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nerve fibres Qan be left out of consideratio·n hence the 

only n~rve elements which we need to a onsider are the 

nerve endin~8,- the inhibitory nerve ·terminations, and 

the questionable aoae1erator endings. The aardiao strips 

~ -when immersed in physlo1ogiaa1 saline begin contraoting 

rhythmically - .... after a latent period of: va.riable length, 

and if undisturfred continue their rhythm for several 

hours. This activity of ventricular · tissue is eSsen-

tially physiological. Influenaes whiah modify the rate, 

amplitude, and tone of suoh preparations may be taken 8S 

aapable of aating in a similar manner upon this part of 

the aardiac complex under striatly normal aonditions. 

The terminal effeots of digitalis ob~erved in the e~er

iments presented, were determined from suah strips . 

. The results obtained were measured in terms of ahange in 

rate, in amplitude of contraations, an~ in change of tone. 

(a) The Pharmaaologiasl Effects of Digitalis upon 

the Rate of- Ventriaular Strips. 

In my series of experiments over 86 per aent of the 

total number showed an inarease in rate under the influ-

enoe of digitalis. The general aver~ge percentage ~n-

arease in rate of the entire group of thirty experiments 

was 24. 26 ·~ per cent. It will be noted by referring to 
' in 

Tables I and II that ina1uded .",~his average . are all those 

results from strips whioh show no changes, and alBO those 

whioh show an aotual deorease in rate. The peraentage 

inareas8 in rate, aonsidering only those showihg an in-
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crease is of course much greater than the general average. 

Tables I and II show the ahanges in rate occuring in indi-

vidual strips. The strengths of digitalis used were .01 

and .05 per cent, respectively. In addition to t -he exper-

iments reaorded in these tables, in a series of ten experi-

ments using .005 per cent digitalis but not reported in de-

tail, 9 out of 19 strips gave acceleration. It is evident 

therefore that digitalis produces a marked acceleration of 

the oontraotion rate of ventricular strips. 

There are a number of exceptions to the general rule 

as regards inorease in rates shown in Tables I and II. 

These exceptions ooaur chiefly in those strips which show-

eEl by a oondi tion of irregulari.ty of rate before the appli

cation of digitalis that they were in poor oondition. Ex~ . 

periments Nos. 3, 7, and 11 are examples of this class. 

Experiments 19, and 29 though they show a deorease in rate 

during the applioation of digitalis are not actual excep

tions to the rule since the typical digitalis effect did 

not occur till later, as shown by the inorease in rate in 

the after period.-

(b) The Effect of Digitalis upon the Amplitude of 

the Contraations. 

lisferena' to Table I and II, or to the Summary of 

Results .giy_~n in_ Table V • . will indicate that t.he usual ef

feat produoed by the aatio~ of digit~lis upon strips of 

ventrioular muscle is a reduotion in the amplitude of the 

contraotions. The average percentage of this reduotion for 

the entirs series of experiments is 5.4 per cent. 
There are two possible explanations for this de
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crease in ampli tud~_ . Ei ther there may be a pr::ma.ry 
... ,.. 

- \) .' 
effeot upon the factors which are immediately concerned 

in the determination of amplitude, or the change may be 

secondary to the increased rate. Explanation on the 

latter basis involves the "~ll or none" law of contrao-

tion and the prinoiple of aompensatory pause which was 

first formulated by Bowditah a~now universally recog-

nised. He observed that the heart musole responded to 

electrioal stimulation, if it responded at all, . with a 

maximal contraction. He also observed the relation of 

the amplitude of contractions to the rapidity of contrao-

tions. He found as the rate was increased t~at the amp-

litude was correspondingly decreased. The principle 

applied to the relation of rate and change in amplitude 

was observed ilil the· fact described by -Gaskell with regard 

to the heart of the tortoise. He stated that upon stim-

ulation of the vagus nerve a decrease in rate is always 

aocompanied by a corresponding increas~ in amplitude, and 

that during the after-acceleration, whioh he desoribes, 

following vagus stimulation, the amplitude was deoreased 

proportionately to the increase in the rate. -In other 

words, although the factors which control the rate and 

amplitude are probably not identical, they are, at least, 

closely correlated. 

On the basis of the above prinoiple, influences 

which modify the rate of the heart, either by accelera~ -

tion or depreSSion, other conditions being equal, should 
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be held responsible for 8 Qorresponding but inverse alter

ation of amplitude. It is aertain that digitalis sets 

this law into operation when it acae.lerates the heart rate. 

The question is, then, to determine whether the extent of 

this de.crease in amplitude is commensurate with theaacel

eration in rate. If it is, then the amplitude change 

may .be aonsidered wholly seoondary. Otherwise one may 

look for direct effects of digitalis on the amplitude even 

though masked by the operation of the physiological law. 

The question is, is there a direot stimula.ting aotion of 

digitalis on the amplitude. 

An inspeotion of the results obtained with normal 

ventrioular strips under the influenoe of digitalis 

brings to light aertain oonclusive facts against the 

view that digitalis affects the amplitude secondarily 

only. A comparison of the average percentage inarease 

in rate with the average peraentage deorease in amplitude 

of the series of unatropinized strips in Table VI shows 

olearly that there is a striking quantitative difference 

between the two figures. The average percentage of rate 

increase is 24.26 per oent while the average peroentage 

of amplitude decrease is only 5.6 per cent. This strik

ing lack of correspondence between these peraentages 

throughout the entire series points to a positive stim

ulatingaffect upon the faotor of amplitude. If we 

oonsider the individual groups of experiments the same 

type of variation is observed. The laok of conformity 
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between these two faators of peroentage .inorease in rate 

and percentage deorease in amplitude ·oannot be explained 

on the basis of 1,3owditoh's law of maximal oontraations. 

In terms o~ that prinoiple an inorease in the rate pro

duoes a oorresponding decrease in amplitude of contrao

tion. Consequently, if this principle alone were oper

ative in these experiments one ought to be able to cheok 

it out in a comparison of rates and amplitudes in groups 

of experiments of different strengths of drug. . The 

peroentage inaresse in rate Table VI, Group 6, 25 per 

oent~was greater than the peraentage increase in rate of 

Group 3, 18.9 per oent. There should be a oorresponding-

ly greater perc~ntage decrease in amplitude in Group 6. 

On the oontrary, the percentage dearease in amplitude is 

less in Group 6, 5.4 per cent, than that in Group 3, 6.4 

per cent. The only interpretation, obviously, is that 

there is a positive tendency for digitalis to produce an 

increase in amplitude. This conclusion is strengthened 

by the fact that a solution of .01 per cent digitalis was 

used in Group 3, and .05 per aent in Group 6. The greater 

aonaentration produced a smaller dearease in amplitude. 

This is interpreted as a direot tendenoy toward an in

crease of amplitude. In short, the oompensating deorease 

in ampli tude is partially but not wholly overoome· by a 

direot stimulating aotion of digitalis on the ampli~ude. 

This positive sti~lating effeat of digitalis upon 

amplitude stands out olearly in a number of individual 





experiments which have been noted previously. . Experi

ment 25, Table II, in the after period showed an accel

eration of rate of over 30 per cent while at the same 

time an amplitude increase of 50 per cent was observed. 

Experiment 19 is similar in all respects to Experiment 25, 

showing in the after period an increase in rate of 4 per 

cent and an increase of amplitude of more than 10 per cent. 

In the light of these facts digitalis undoubtedly 

has a stimulating effect upon the contraction volume 

factor in cardiac muscle, tending to produce an increase 

in amplitude. 

(c) The Effect of D~gitalis on Cardiac Muscular 

Tone. 

The property of continuing in a more or less per

manent condition of contraction is one which is possess

ed by muscular tissue in general. This is however espec

ially characteristic of the heart muscle, particularly 

that from the venous end of the organ. It was first 

noted by Greene that strips of the ventricle of the tur

tle continually lost tone during an experiment. This 

gradual fall in the base line was also observed in prac

tically all of the experiments upon which this paper is 

based. The tone of the heart muscle differs from that 

of skeletal muscle tone in the fact that it is present 

even after the connections with extrinsic nerves are 

severed. It seems probable that this property is one 

particularly belonging to cardiac muscle. 
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Tabla v· gives the peroentage of ·the total number of 

experiments on unatropinized strip.s . whiah show rise of 

tone. This is 70 per aent of thetotsl numaer. Table 

VI shows by aomparing the first three groups .of unatro

pinized strips with the seoond three that the greater 

oonoentration of digitalis produoes a aorreapondtngly 

greater effeat upon the tone thus indiaating a primary 

and positive aation. 

The e!feat of the applioation of digital~s· in pro

duaing tone ahanges is not limited to the time during 

whiah the drug is appl~ed. In faat in the greater num-

ber 6f experiments the maximum rise in the base line, 

the measure of the state of tone, did not ooour during but 

after the application of the drug. It is also noticeable 

that the return to the normal state of relaxation is 

very slow, a fact whioh illustrates the prolonged aotion 

of digitalis. Digitalis then markedly inareases the 

general oondltion of oontraation of ventricular strips as 

expressed by tone. 

Just here, we may make an additional point as regards 

the influenae of digitalis on the amplitude of the aon-

traationa of heart strips. The usual measure of the 

amplitude does not indicate the total state or aondition 

of oontraation • . One must add to this measure the amount 

of toniaoontraation as usually indiaated. Measured by 

the sum of the change in amplitude and the ohange in the 

tone, the effect of digitalis now beaome8 sharply and 

unqu~8tionably stimulative. The sum of the two faators 
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gives an idea of the effeot of digitalis on the state of 

aontraotion. Take for instanoe Experiment 13, Table II. 

The amplitude of contraation before the application of 

digitalis was 26 ,. mm. During the use of the drug it was 

deareased to 24 mm. However, oonsidering the fact that 

at the same time the tone rise was 6 rom., the strip was 

aotuslly in a state of contraotion greater than before 

the drug. 

Still another factor which should be inaLuded in 

any full determination of the total state of contraation 

is the faat that if left aione the strip would show a 

gradual and aontinual loss of tone. Thus, an expres-

sion.· df the total state of aontraotion must inolude a 

aonsideration of the proportionate rate of loss of tone 

taking plaae before the rise of tone ooaured. 

2 The Pharmaoologiaal Aotion of Digitalis upon 

Strips of the Ventriole ·of the Turtle out after the 

te·sted Elimination of the Inhibitory Control of the Vagus 

by Atropin. 

The purpose of this group of experiments was to 

det.ermine the effeat of digi talis upon st·r -ips aut from 

the ventriole ~ the turtle after the elimipation of: the. 

inhibitory aontrol of the vagus by atropine. In the 

atropinized strips, . we were presumably dealing with only 

one kind of tissne, i.e., aardiaa musole. By making a 

oompariaon of the effeots of digitalis upon musale alone 

with its effeats upon a preparation ina1uding both musole 
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and inhibitory nerve endings, it was hoped to determine 

the influence exerted upon each separate factor. 

In subjecting ventricular strips to the influence 

of atropine in order to paralyze the vagus inhibitory 

endings, the question arose as to whether the muscular 

tissue was not also affected by atropine . Fortunately 

the influence of atropine ort strips of the turtles ven

tricle has been investigated by Stowers~8_ Vfuile the 

greater number of his experiments have shown that in the 

concentrations used, no effect was produced upon either 

the rate or the amplitude of heart strips during the 

application of atropine, the number of variations was 

about equally divided, showing rather great extremes. 

The concentration which stowers used in determining these 

facts was double that used in my experiments to paralyze 

the vagus endings. 

Additional evidence that atropine did not in my, 

experiments produce any very obvious alteration in the 

condition of the muscle is in the fact that the average 

initial rates of the unatropinized and the atropinized 

strips are in such close correspondence. Table VI shows 

the average rate before the first application of the drug 

for the entire series of unatropinized muscles as 11.8 

per minute. The corresponding average for the atropin

ized strips is 11.1 per minute. Thi,B QQroparison and the 

facts stowers brought out justify the Qonclusion,.that 

whatever the effect atropine may have, it was in the 

present percentages confined chiefly to paralyzing the 
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inhibitory nerve endings. The condition of the muscle \ 
"t . 

after po~soning the inhibitory nerve endings with atropine 

compares favorably with the normal. 

(a) The Influence of Digitalis on the Rate of 

Atropinized Heart Strips. 

The effect of digitalis upon the atropinized strips 

was the same in na.ture as that produced upon the unatropin-

ized strips. As has been stated, the averag~_ rates before 

the application of digitalis in both series were nearly 

identical. Digitalis produced acceleration in 77.7 per 

cent of the total number of experiments of the atropine 

series. The percentage increase for the entire series 

shown in 'l'able VI was 17.1 per oent. The average per-

centage increase in rate for the different groups was quite 

variable. For instance Group 38 gave an avera.ge increase 

in rate of 7.1 per cent. The average peroentage increase 

in rate for Group 5a was .. 35.5 . pera~nt. These variations 

become of relatively little significance when we consider 

the wide difference which Stowers found in the rate of strips 

under the influence of atropine. As regards the influence 

of digitaliS on rate, it is seen that although the average 

for all the strips atropinized is somewhat less than that 

of the ones unatropinized nevertheless the effects which 

digitalis exerts upon cardiac musole strips is nearly as 

great when the inhibitory nerve endings have been para

lyzed by atropine 8S when the endings are present. 

The effect to be expected in the series of unatro-
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pinized strips, if digitalis stimulated exclusively the 

inhibitory nerve endings in the muaale, is a primary 

slowing with strong aonaentrations or even a slowing 

with weaker aonaentrations. If the assumption is made 

that ~igitalis stimulates these nerves even in pert, 

with the nerve endings eliminated by atropine, the expect-

ed result is a faster average rate. This was not found 

to be true. The average inarease in rate in the series 

of unatropinized strips was in faat higher than in the 

series of atropinized strips. It might be argued that 

the hypothetiasl stimulating effect of digitalis on the 

inhibitory nerve endings may possibly have been masked 

by stimulation of the muscle to greater excitability. 

If suoh were the oase the strips which have the inhibi

tory faotor ellmina1ied should show a greater percentage 

inorease in rate. No such inorease in rate was observed 

in the atropinized strips. In faot, the average per-

oentage increase in rate for the entire series was less 

than that of the unatropinized group. We are led to 

the oonolusion, therefore, that as far as the factor of 

rhythmicity is oonoerned the marked acceleration of 

rate which digitalis produoes is due to its influence 

upon the musole, and that the inhibitory nerve endings 

are not acted upon by this drug. 

(b) The Influence of Digitalis on the Amplitude of 

Atropinized Heart Strips. 

In considering the effect of digitalis upon the ampl-
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itude of atropinized str~ps we meet, as in the case of ". rate, 
" 

with the fact of wide variations in the individual results. 

The percentage of the total number showing a decrease in am

plitude was 55, indicating the general tendency of the influ-

ence of digitalis. The percentage decrease in amplitude for 

the .entire series, shown in Table VI was 1.8 per cent. The 

variations shown by groups of experiments on strips cut from 

different regions of the ventricle are considerable. Group 

3a, Table VI shows a decrease in the amplitude of 6 per cent, 

while Group 6a has a positive increase of 6.1 per cent. 

These rather extreme indiviGual variations are probably due 

to some action of atropine on the heart muscle, since no 

other new variant had been introduced. 

We are here, as in the saries of unatropinized strips, 

confronted with the fact that the influence of digitalis 

upon contractility as juaged by the effect upon the ampli~ 

tude is confusing, i.e. masked. There is the same lack 

of percentage correspondence between the increase in rate 

and the decrease in amplitude. The differences a~e even 

more marked in some groups of this series than in the 

unatropinized groups. Group 5a, Table VI shows a rate 

increase of 35.5 per cent while the amplitude is decreased 

only 3.6 per cent. Group 6a of the same series, shows a 

rate increase of 11 per cent, while, contrary to the general 

rule there is an actual increase in the amplitude to 6.1 

per cent. These marked differences on atropinized strips 

give further confirmation of the conclusions reached in the 
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stu.dies of strips from normal hearts. If still more 

oonvinaing evidenoe" is needed it is furnished by Group 

68 'in whioh the stimulatinn of the amplitude factor 

more than compensates for the normal reduotion due to 

the acoompanying inorease in rate. 

Another faot giving evidence in support of the 

argument that digitalis is stiniulative to the oOI;ltrao

tion factor in the heart strip is seen in Table V. 

With the oonoentration of .01 per cent solution of digi

talis twelve out of eighteen experiments showed a de

crease in rate, while ' .05 per cent solution of digitalis 

, produoed a deorease in only eight out of eighteen exper

iments. Although this result is not of very great 

statistical importance it illustrates that the tendency 

toward an inorease in amplitude is greater with the 

gr~ater oonoentrations of the solution. 

The positive tendenQY toward inorease in amplitude 

shown in the above atropinized preparations, and the fact 

that this tendency is greater with the stronger solutions 

of digitalis leads to the oonclusion that digitalis 

stimulates the rate factor in the heart by direot mus

cular action. 

(0) 1 The E'ffect of Digitalis upon the Tone of 

Atropinized Ventrioular Strips. 

The effect which digitalis has ~pon the tone of' 

~tropinized ventr ~cular strips is the same in oaaracter 

as that upon this factor in strips under fo normal condi-
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tions. As in the unatropinized strips the· usual re-

suIt is B. well marked rise in the tone. The perc en-

tage of the entire number of experiments on atropinized 

strips which show increase in tone was 72 per cent. 

The average rise in tone for this series was .58 cm. 

Although this is somewhat less than the average rise in 

tone of the unatropinized group as a whole, the results 

in Group la, .·.Table VI, which is an exoeption to the 

rule ac.aounts for the greater part of this difference. 

With this single exception the rise in tone in the atro

pinized strips is practically as .great as in those 

unatropinized. 

A.s to the faotor upon which digitalis acts in 

producing this rise in tone, it is easily seen that the 

effect is not modified to any extent by the elimination 

of the inhibitory nerve endings. Stimulation of the 

vagus in the inta~t turtle produces marked relaxation 

of the ventriole. Assuming that stimulation of the 

vagus nerve endings produces a similar effect in· the 

unatropinized strip, we would expect a more marked ten

dency toward relaxation in the unatropinized than in the 

atropinized strips. On the same grounds, .05 per cent , 

digitalis ought to produce either an .equal or a less 

marked rise in tone than the weaker aoncentration,.Ol 

per oent. The facts are that unatropinized strips 

aatually show a greater tone ~hange .than atropinized, 

and from a similar cause, the effect shown by .05 per 
oent on the atropinized strips is greater than that 
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shown by .01 per oent digitalis in the same series. 

This olearlyindioates that digitalis aots only upon 

~he musole in producing tone ohanges in the ventrioular 

strips. 

It is evident that these experiments -support the 

view that digitalis in its peripheral action influences 

the heart by a direot musoular change in both rhythmi

oitya.nd oontractility to'the exolusion therefore 6f 

the terminal inhibitory nerve endings. 

3 The Pharmaoological Effect of Digitalis Solu

tions upon Strips of the Ventriole of the Turtle af~er 

being Subjected to Apooodeine. 

As the purpose of this investigation was to de-

termine if possible the effect of digitalis on all the 

faotors in the peripheral neuro-muscular complex a 

oonsideration of possible effeots whioh might be due 

to the presenoe of accelerator nerve elements in the 

oardiac tissue was necessary. 

ThiS_. part of the question was approa.ohed on some-

what hypothetioal grounds. The presenoe of a definite 

aooelerator meohanism in the turtle'~. neart has hot 

been demonstrated or at least not oonfirmed. 

has given in detail the innervation of the slider 

terrapin in .. ViA4oh he desoribes a very definite path for 

oardiac acoelerator fibers. However, his results have 

not been generally acoepted. Besid~s his investigation 

was c.onfined to one particular speaies of terrapin. 





An 8Joelerator meohanism oertainly has not been demon

strated for the partioular speoies of turtle used in 

the present work. 

But considering the possibility that accelerator 

nerves might be present in this species it was thought 

advisable -to attempt to eliminate any such factor and 

determine the subsequent influence of digitalis. 

Acoordingly a drug was selected which has been shown to 

paralyze the accelerator endings in the maamalian heart. 

The drug used was the alkaloid apocodeine. This sub

stance has been the subject of investigation by "Dixon14. 

He haa shown that apocodeine when injected into the 

circulation_ of the cat in sufficiently large quantities 

will produce paralysis of the intra-~ardiac ganglia 

first. then the vagal nerve endings, and finally the 

aocelerator nerves. About twice the amount is required 

to produce paralysis of the accelerator endings as of 

the va.gus. 

A few preliminary perfusion experiments upon the 

isolated heart of the turtle demonstrated that a pro

longed perfusion with .04 per cent apocodeine was re

quired to produce any paralysis of the vagus. Even 

then the inhibitory control was only partially elimin-

sted. Marked reduotion in the rate and amplitude of 

contraotion indioated also a toxic effeot upon the 

muscle. Aooordingly some experiments were tried in 

whioh the strips were cut after slowly injecting 2 do. 





of 1 per cent apocodeine into the veins, following it 

by an injection of a sufficient a.mount of atropine to 

paralyze the vagus. Other experiments were performed 

in which the strips aut from the atropinized ventricle 

were subjected to a solution of .05 per cent apocodeine. 

The number of experiments of this series is not large. 

The direct depression of the rhythm and contractility 

of the muscle produced by apocodeine greatly interfered 

with the definiteness of the proposed tests. 

The results obtained from application of digitalis 

to strips so treated are given in Table VII. The lim-

ited number of experiments and the uncertainty of the 

muscular influence of apocodein itself, which has not 

been investigated in this relation, do not justify very 

definite statements. The experiments at hand' indicate 

that the influence of digitalis after apocodeine and 

atropine are not far ,different from the average obtained 

upon strips that were tested after treatment with atro

pine alone. 

In a word, previous treatment of turtle hearts 

with apooodeine to eliminate any hypothetioal oardiac 

accelerator nervous mechanism has only added another to 

the list of negative attempts to prove the presence of 

this apparatus. However, the experiments give the 

support of negative evidence to the conclusion that the 

p's'r"fpFre,raJL influence of digitalis is all on the cardiac 

muscle. 
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V Summary. 

1. The primary local influence of digitalis on 

the ventricle is to accelerate the rat'e, stimulate the 

amplitude and increase the tone. 

2. The action of digitalis is directly stimula

tive to cardiac muscle. 

3 , There is no evidence of a ,stimulating action 

of digitalis on inhibitory nerve endings, as tested by 

its action on atropinized and unatropinized ventricular 

muscle. 

4. There is no evidence of stimulation of any 

hypothetical accelerator nerve endings, as shown by 

the tests of the influence of digitalis after apocodeine. 

5. The stimulating effect of digitalis on ampli

tud~ of contraotion is more or less masked by the oom

pensatory correlation between rhythm and amplitude. 
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TABLE I. 

Tabulated Results of Experiments Showing the Effect of .01 

per cent. Digitalis in physiologioal saline upon the Rate, 

Amplitude, ~ and Tone of Strips ~rom the Ventricle of the Turtle. 

Exp. 
No. 

1 

2 

1* 

4 

5 

6 

7* 

8 

9 

10 

II .. 

12 

Rat~ per Minute Amplitude in mm. Tone change 
in mm. 

Drug, Before During After Before During After During After 
Sec. 

35 5.9 8 8 48 4.7 44 +1 ... 6 

60 16 16 15 24 23 23 0 -2 

120 12.5 12 12 24.5 24 23.5 +0 .5 +1 
-

120 10 11 10 34 32 31.5 +2 +3.5 

120 14 ; 16.5 16.5 20 18 19 +1 +1 

85 14 . 17 12 27 25 28 -2 -3 

75 18 16 16 9 9 8 - _. 
120 5.5 7 7 30 29 29.5 +0.5 +0.5 

120 12.5 18.5 14 8 7 8 +1 +1 

170 13.5 15 
. 

16 21 20 21 0 0 

120 11 11 11 16.5 16.2 16 +0.5 +0 .5 

120 10 11.7 11 24. 23 24 -1 -

* Strips in gxperiments Nota. 3, 7, and 11 were irregular 

i n rate before the applioation of the drug. 
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TABLE II. 

Tabulated Results of Experiments Showing _the Effect of .05 

per cent. Digitalis in physiological saline upon -the Rate, Ampli

tude, and Tone of Strips from the Ventricle of the Turtle. 

Rate per l!inute Amplitude in mm. Tone change 
, in mm. 

Exp. Drug, Before During After Before During After During After 
No. Sec. . 

13 50 8.9 16 17 . 26 24 31 : +6 +2 

14 65 9.5 13 12 30 27 29 +3 0 

' 15ft- 60 9 11 7 25 26 28 +1 +1 

16 60 10 12 11 45.5 42.5 47 +3 .0 .4 

17 65 14 18 15 63.5 61 66 +2.5 -1 

18 55 11 12 10 53 51 51 +3.5 +2 

19*~:- 45 23 22 24 29 29 32 +3 -1 

20 70 12.5 14.5 22 21 19 18 .. 2 +1 

21 40 11 18 18 37 35 38 -5 -1 

22 65 10.5 12 11.5 16 15 15.5 0 .2 

23' 60 13.5 20 18.5 49 43 46 +5 +2 

24 55 8 12 10 47.5 41 38 +7 .9 

25** 55 17 16 22 10 11 15 - .1 0 

26 80 12 16 23 30 27 20 +3 +2 

27 45 11.4 18 13 12 10 13 0 -2 

28 80 9.5 12 10.5 20.5 20.5 22 +0.5 +1 

29 85 16 18 17 24 22.5 24 +2 -0.5 

30 55 12 11 11.5 13.5 15 19 0 -0.5 

* Strip in Exp, 15, amplitude gradually increasing before 
the applioation or the drug. 

*'.:- Strips in; Exp' 8. 19 and 25 show tmusually rapid ini tial 
rate. 
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TABLE III. 

Tabulated Results of Experiments Showing the Effect of 

,01 per c~nt. ·Digi talis in physiologica.l saline up.on the Rate, 

Amplitude, and Tone of Strips cut from the Ventricle of' the 

Turtle after elimination of the inhibitory control of the 

Vagus by A)ropine. 

Rate per Minute Amplitude in mm. Tone change 
in nun. 

Exp. Drug, Before During I Af'.ter Before During!Af'ter During After 
No. Sec. 

. 
la 70 10 13 11 .• 5 38 37 38 0 ... 1 . 

2a 100 11.5 14 14.5 28 27 28 -2.5 -1 

3a 50 · 12.5 16 17 38 36 33 -1 0 

4a 80 8 8.9 9 36 36 37 -1 -2 

5a 120 10 12 9 30 28.9 30 +0 .2 +0.6 

6a 120 4.5 6 6 55.5 .53 55 ... 2.5 0 

7a 100 21.5 22 21.5 8 8 8 0 0 

8a 1 35 16 . 19 17.5 26 22 18 +1 ~1 

9a 140 5.9 7.9 10 28, 28 28 -2 -4 

lOa 120 16 15.5 16 16 15 14.5 +0.1 0 

11a 120 10 10.5 9 13 13.5 1 3 .0. 5 0 

12a 120 7.5 9.5 24 23 24.5 ... 4 0 -
13a 75 17 16 17 25 23 22 +2 +1 

14a 55 1'5 16 14.5 17 15 14 .3 .5 

15a 90 5 6 7 29 28 30 0 0 

lea 210 11 11.9 1 2 .5 37 34 34 +3 +3 

17a 120 14 15 15 8.5 8.5 9 +0.5 0 

I Sa 120 12 13 11 12.2 11.5 12.5 ...0 .3 ... 0.7 
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TABLE IV. 

Tabulated Results o~ Experiments Showing the Effeot o~ 

.05 per cent. Digitalis in physiological saline upon the Rate, 

Amplitude, and fone o~ Strips cut from the Ventricle o~ the 

Turtle after elimination of the inhibitory control o~ the 

Vagus by Atropine. 

Rate per Minute Amplitude in mm. Tone change 
in mm. 

Exp, Drug, Before During A~ter Be~ore During After During After 
No. Sec. -

-lga 140 9 9 7.9 32 31 33 +2 +5 

20a 90 6.9 10 27 36 32 34 ... 5 ... 2 

21a 55 12 13 14 50 48 48 ... 2 ... 1 

22a 60 13 12 12 38.5 40 38 ... 1.5 ... 1.6 

23a 60 11.5 14 - 15 34 32.5 35 +1.5 +0.5 

24a 65 9.5 9.5 8 44 44.5 46 +2 +1 

25a 480 9 8.5 8 39 35 20 ... 1 .. 2 

26a 90 9 12.5- 13 13 13 15 -1 -2 

27a 70 4 8 7 26.5 24.5 26 ... 1 -1 

28a 55 8 7.5 10 23.5 23.9 22.5 0 +0.5 . 
29a 55 11 16 14 32 29 32 .7.5 t-4 

SOa 55 10 11 14 20 - 21 21.5 .. 2 .. 1.5 . 
31a 170 9 9 7 27 28 30 +~ +4 

32a 105 16.5 16 23 25 2-6 26 ... 1 ... 1 

3 3a 55 16 18 16 10 9 10 -0.5 -0.5 

34a 60 11 10 11.2 17 20 18.5 +? +1.,5 

35a 75 IS 18 20 14.5 18.5 22.5 -5 -5.5 

36a 60 16 - 16 15 12.5 12.5 13 +1.5 0 
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TABLE · V. 

Classifyi~g · Experimentfl with _ .D~ per cent. and .05 per cent. 

Digitalis on Unatropinized and Atropinized Strips rrom the 

Ven·trial.e or the Turtle to indioate the Percentage or Experiments 

showing No Change, Inorease, or Decresse,- in Rate, Amplitude, 

and Tone. 

Number showing 

No Change Increase Decrease 
Per cent. No, of 

of' Drug Exp'mts Bate Ampl. Tone ~ate Ampl. ITon~ Rate ~mpl. Tone 
I 

Unatropinized Strips 
I 

.01 12 2 2 4 9 0 7 1 10 1 

.05 18 0 2 3 17 3 14 1 .13 1 

Total 30 2 4 , 26 3 21 2 23 2 · 

Average per 
cent, of total - 6.6 13.3 23.2 86.6 10 70 6.6 76.6 6.6 

I 
ltiroEinlzed Stri;Es 

.01 18 0 4 2 16 2 11 2 12 .5 

.06 18 :5 2 0 12 8 15 3 8 3 

Total 36- 3 6 2 28 10 26 5 20 8 

Average per 
cent. of total 8.3 16.6 5.E 77.7 27.7 72.2 13.9 55.2 22.2 
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TABLE VI. 

Showing Per Cent. of Change produced by Digitalis in Rate, 

Amplitude, and Tone of Unatropinized and Atropinized Strips 

classif:1,.ed acoording to the Region of' the Ventriole f'rom which 

the Strips were obtained. 

Unatropin1zed Strips 

Average Average Average Av. Tone 
No. of % of' . Initial % Rate % Ampl. Change 

Group Region Exp'mts Drug _ Rate Increase Change in mm. 

1 Ap.ex 4 .01 10·.9 16.3 -3.4 +0.87 

2 Dora. 4 .01 12.3 22.1 -5.9 -0.1 

3 Vent. 4 .01 11.7 18.9 -6.4 ..0 .18 

4 Apex 6 .05 10.4 30.7 -4.7 .3 

5 Oars. 6 .05 13 32.6 -7.8 .2 

6 Vent. 6 .05 12.9 25 -5.4 .1.06 

General average 11.8 24.26 -5.6 .1.16 

AtroEinized StriEs 

Average Average Average Av. Tone 
~o. of % of Initial % Rate % Ampl. Change 

Grc!lP Region Exp'mta Drug Rate Increase Change in mm. 

la Apex 6 .01 9.4 24 -3.2 -3.3 

2a Dors. 6 .01 12.8 14.2 -1.5 +0 .6 

3a Vent. e .01 12.3 7.1 -6 +1.3 

4a Apex 6 .05 10.3 11.1 -3 .2.0 

5a Dora. e .05 8.5 35.5 -3.6 .2.5 

6a Vent. e .05 14 11 .6.1 .0.1 

General average 11.1 17.1 -1.8 +0 .58 
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TABLE VII. 

Tabulated Results of Experiments Showing the Effect of 

.05 per cent. Digitalis in physiological saline upon the Rate, 

Amplitude, and Tone of Strips of the Ventriole of the TUrtle 

cut after elimination of the inhibitory control or the Vagus 

by Atropine and treatment with Apocodeine. 

Rate per Minute Amplitude in mm. Tone ohange 
in mm. 

Exp. Drug 
No. Sec. Before/During/After Before/DuringlAfter DuringlAfter 

1aa 230 S ~-.0 5.9 6.5 9 9.5 12.5 -0.2 -0.5 

2aa 5l.i0 11 10 4.5 47.5 40 23 +0 .5 +5 

3aa 120 5.5 7.5 7.5 2_ 21.8 24 +3 .. 3 

4·aa 65 7 8 10.5 40 38 37 .. 1.5 +1.5 

Average rate at the beginning of experiments 7. '2 per 
min. 

Average per cent of increase of Rate 12.2 per 
cent. 

Average per oent: of decrease of Amplitude 4.3 per 
cent. 

Average increase of Tone in mm. 1.2 mm. 
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